
Infant Milestones Report

Teachers Name:___________________________

Students Name:_______________________

Date:_______________________

Evaluation Key:
G= I Got It!
L= I’m Still Learning
N= Not Yet Assessed

3 to 6mo 6 to 9mo 9 to 12mo

Opens and shuts their hands Sits up without support Has a pincer grasp (using the thumb and
index finger)

Swipes at dangling objects Crawling Feed themselves finger food

Follows moving objects with their eyes Can stand while holding onto something Crawls up the stairs (while supervised)

Starts to chuckle Makes a lot of different sounds, like “mamam” and “bababababa” Makes sounds with changes in tone

Copies facial expressions Uses fingers to point at things Waves and/or claps

Holds their head up unsupported Responds to their name Uses basic gestures, like shaking their
head “no” or waving “bye-bye”

Pushes up onto their elbows when they’re lying
on their tummy

Plays simple games like peekaboo Says “mama” and “dada”

Babbles Gets into a sitting position without help and sits unaided. Pulls up to stand

Starting to roll over Teacher Comments: Can stand alone

Explores toys by putting them in their mouth Walking

Starting to crawl

Passes things from one hand to the other

Starts to understand simple words

Leans on hands for support when sitting
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